
1 HASS concepts and skills
1.1  Key concepts in HASS
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

1.1.1 Overview
Welcome to Year 9 HASS! Things are about to get interesting. In years 7 and 8, you learnt about the 
world around you, and how you and other people move through and influence this world. You have also 
been strengthening the foundations of your HASS skills: conducting thorough and reliable research, and 
communicating your views and ideas in clear and appropriate ways.

Now that you have those basic foundations in place, you will start to make more connections between the ideas 
and perspectives. This means you will consider the consequences of actions and how problems can be solved. 
You will explore how you can help solve these problems and make the world better for yourself and everyone 
else. This sounds like a huge task but you can start small, in your family and local community, and become 
aware of the bigger picture globally. You will notice this year in your HASS subjects that you will examine the 
structures and systems of Australia more closely, and build a stronger understanding of Australia’s place in the 
world — from British colonisation to the early twentieth century.

FIGURE 1  You will build your HASS skills this year, learning new skills and new ways to use the skills you learnt 
last year.

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5609)
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1.1.2 Key concepts in Year 9 HASS
The main concepts (or ideas) in HASS are listed in the diagram that follows. You have been discovering what 
these concepts are over the last few years and this year is no different. You will be able to see with greater 
clarity how these parts create a whole. You will also be able to understand how you fit into these concepts. For 
example, you will be able to see how making choices when buying things can impact on the markets around 
you, or the fact that you have choices to fulfil your needs and wants that other people don’t have.

How can these principles
be undermined and what
does that mean?

What are the key features
of Australia’s court system?

How are our opinions
shaped?

What is the role of political
parties in our system of
government?

• Democracy
• Democratic values
• The Westminster system
• Justice
• Participation
• Rights and responsibilities

• Place
• Space
• Environment
• Interconnection
• Sustainability
• Scale
• Change

• Sources
• Evidence
• Continuity and change
• Cause and effect
• Perspectives
• Empathy
• Signi�cance
• Contestability

Civics and
Citizenship

Economics
and

Business

Geography

History
            • Scarcity
         • Making choices
    • Specialization and trade
    • Interdependence
    • Allocation and markets
    • Economic performance
       and living standards

What are biomes,
where are they found
and what does this
mean for humans?

What factors and
challenges change crop
yield (how much food is
grown) around the world?

What effect will this have
on Australia and the
world?

How do people connect
with places?

How does trade and
transport connect
people?

How does the way people
use places change a place
and what does this mean
for the future?

How do courts make and
apply laws?

What are the key principles
of our justice system?

What innovations led to
the Industrial Revolution?

How do we commemorate
WWI today?

What was the impact of WWI
on Australia and the world?

What were the causes of
WWI and why did people
want to go to war?

How did people live in the
Industrial Revolution and
why was it different for
different groups of people?

What were the short- and
long-term impacts of the
Industrial Revolution?
What can we see from the
Industrial Revolution today?

How are participants in a
global economy dependent
on each other?

How is Australia interdepen-
dent on other countries
through trade and tourism?

Who are the key participants
in Australia’s economy and
what do they do?

How can consumers protect
themselves and manage
�nancial risk?

How do businesses create
and maintain a competitive
advantage in the market?

How is work changing
and what does
this mean?

FIGURE 2  The main concepts in HASS for each subject
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Let’s have a look at what you will be specifically learning in Year 9. Remember everything you learn in HASS 
can be interconnected and you can use what you learn in one context and apply it to the others. For example, 
you will learn about how consumers and businesses are protected in Australia in Economics and Business, then 
in Civics and Citizenship you will learn more about the processes of the Western Australian and Australian 
court systems — or what forms of remedy you have access to if your rights are breached.

The subjects in HASS are all closely connected. For example, this year, you will explore some of the following 
connections.

How do laws reduce the
challenges to food production?

Geography
Civics
 and 

Citizenship

History

Economics 
and 

Business
How did the movement

of people in the Industrial
Revolution develop trade

and markets for our economic
systems today?
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What principles of justice
were implemented as a result of
how people were treated in the

Industrial Revolution?

FIGURE 3  The different subject areas in HASS are all connected.
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1.2  Key skills in HASS
1.2.1 What are the HASS skills?
In HASS, it’s important to be curious about the world around you. You will need to investigate and research to 
learn more about humans and their society, and your role in society.

In years 7 and 8 you will have developed these skills in a way that helps you learn and be more informed 
about the world around you. If you look at the skills diagram below you will see that in Year 9 it is time to 
step up your game. Where before you needed to reflect on your own perspective of an issue, now you need 
to think about other people’s perspectives and how they impact on an issue as well. If you follow the process 
below you will find that it is really easy to look at issues, events and ideas in more detail and to write informed 
responses to these.

A good way to think of this is learning to swim. When you were really young you couldn’t swim. Then you 
either had lessons or your parents took you to a beach or pool to help you gain your confidence.

As you got older and had more lessons and gained more confidence you were able to improve how well you 
swam in terms of your stroke and speed. However, you probably still needed lessons to make sure you were 
getting it right and guidance in how to improve. This was years 7 and 8. You were able to ask questions and 
find information to answer the questions.

As you have improved your swimming you can most likely now swim in races or, if racing isn’t your thing, 
you can go to the beach and be confident that you can swim out past your depth. Every time you race or swim 
into the waves you gain experience and confidence. This is years 9 and 10. You are able to answer questions 
with information with little help from your teachers. Now is the time for you to start asking bigger questions 
and finding different sources with different perspectives. It is also at this time that your audience will change. 
You will need to begin practising communicating your findings to lots of different people. But don’t worry, just 
like a good swim coach, we’ll show you how.

Questioning
and 

researching

Skill 1: Identifying
knowledge and
perspectives
Skill 2: Writing
and dissecting
research
questions
Skill 3: Finding
and referencing
sources

Analysing Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Skill 4: Analysing
primary and
secondary sources
Skill 5: Analysing
information
presented in
different formats
Skill 6: Identifying
and explaining
relationships and
patterns

Skill 7: Forming
strong conclusions
based on evidence
Skill 8: Proposing
plausible
explanations for
patterns and
relationships
Skill 9: Proposing
possible actions
and predicting
their outcomes

Skill 10: Choosing
appropriate
formats and
language
Skill 11: Developing
strong evidence-
based discussions
and explanations
Skill 12: Re�ecting
on research
techniques and
�ndings

FIGURE 1  Each HASS skill is made up of a set of smaller skills.
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1.2.2 Questioning and researching
As you know from years 7 and 8, the first step of research is planning. This first stage 
involves developing specific and relevant inquiry questions that cover all aspects of 
the topic or task you have been given. The purpose of this is to provide focus to your 
research. Keying your topic into a search engine will return a lot of potential sources; 
using well-tailored inquiry questions narrows the field and helps you find the sites that are 
potentially relevant to your specific topic. In short, really good questions make it easy to 
find good sources.

You need to research so that you can find information, but also to find sources which help support any theories 
or ideas you may wish to communicate. This year, your focus, when it comes to sources, will expand well 
beyond simply looking for reliable facts; you will also be looking closely at sources that express a range of 
views or perspectives, and looking beyond the bias to how the source might be used to aid your research.

1.2.3 Analysing
The second skill set involved in the inquiry process is analysing. This means casting a 
critical eye over a source to see what information you can obtain in order to gain a better 
understanding of the big picture.

Analysing is a skill that requires the ability to think critically about the information you 
have collected: is it accurate, is it reliable, is it biased, is it trying to convince you to think 
a certain way or presenting information relatively objectively?

You will begin to examine more complex sources this year in HASS, and to analyse these sources on a deeper 
level than in years 7 and 8. This year you will focus more on making connections, and examining the way that 
different points of view or perspectives are expressed in a source.

1.2.4 Evaluating
The evaluation stage of the inquiry process requires forming conclusions based on 
carefully established connections, relationships or causes. There are three key parts to 
this process. In years 7 and 8 you will have drawn conclusions about issues and offered 
potential solutions or suggestions for change.

This year you will build your ability to evaluate an issue in three key areas. You will look 
more closely at the impact of bias, gaps and ambiguities in information; explain possible 
reasons why people might take a particular view on an issue; and provide a range of 

potential changes or actions to resolve issues and predict the likely outcomes of these potential solutions.

1.2.5 Communicating and reflecting
Communicating and reflecting are important because you need to tell people what you 
learned — if only to communicate it for assessment. The thing to remember about 
communicating your ideas in HASS is that there are specific conventions (rules) about the 
way different formats of communication should be organised and expressed. There is an 
expectation that your essays, for example, will follow a logical and structured format with 
an introduction, body paragraphs and a conclusion.

This is similar in all areas of school and work. We expect news items of the day to be 
discussed on the nightly news on TV before the sport and weather. We expect headlines 

in the newspaper to be a good indication of what the article below will be about, rather than be clickbait! 
Knowing and using these conventions is part of communicating clearly because it allows our readers or 
listeners to follow what we have to say more easily.

Evaluating

Communicating
and

re�ecting

Analysing

Questioning
and 

researching
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Reflection is an important part of the process because, in a way, it is communicating with yourself about the 
task. When you think back on what you learned, it helps you think about the world and your place in it. You 
also reflect on how you learned so that you can improve your process for the future. HASS inquiry skills are 
lifelong skills that you will use in your future jobs, at university or at TAFE, but also every time you read a 
news headline as well. By consistently reflecting on your learning processes you refine these skills until they 
become second nature.

1.2.6 HASS skills focus in Year 9
Once you have mastered these skills in the next two years you will be able to make choices about what 
interests you, what issues you want to be passionate about and how you fit into the world around you.

To return to our swimming analogy, remember that people learn to swim at different rates. Some of you will 
have learned these early swimming techniques easily while you were still in primary school, others of you 
might not feel confident in the water yet. The same applies to HASS skills. Others in your class might be ready 
to move on to swimming time trials, but if you’re not confident swimming out of your depth yet you should 
always ask for a little more coaching. For many of the tasks in this resource, you will find three different 
pathways or choices are supplied for the one task.

 • Level 1 steps through a task in detail, step by step. It’s a ‘swimming lesson’ for those of you who might 
feel like your technique still needs more work.

 • Level 2 gives you some structure and help, perhaps some hints to refine your technique at the end of each 
lap.

 • Level 3 is for students who are ‘confident swimmers’ who feel that their technique is strong and they’d 
like to train more independently.

Some of you might easily breeze through a ‘level 3’ pathway in backstroke but need the support of a ‘level 1’ 
pathway in butterfly — the same applies to HASS skills.

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

FIGURE 2  Your HASS skills will build in complexity across years 7–10.
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1.3  SkillBuilder: Identifying knowledge and 
perspectives
1.3.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops 
your questioning and 
researching HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder at the start of 
your inquiry process.

1.3.2 Tell me
To identify knowledge and perspectives of an issue is to recognise what is known and believed about an issue 
or idea. This becomes more complex in Year 9, because you are not only expected to identify your own view 
and the accepted knowledge, you will also consider the various opinions that others hold on an issue. This 
includes making connections between what people believe and how they came to hold that point of view.

Some people have stronger views than others but everyone has an opinion on most issues. It is important to 
remember that yours is not the only, or necessarily the most important, one.

1.3.3 Show me
Understanding different perspectives will help guide your research, but it will also help you develop your own 
informed perspective at the end of your research.

Imagine your task is to discuss whether political parties help people to make informed choices when voting in 
federal elections.

Step 1: Identify what you ‘know’ — separate fact from opinion
Look at your research topic and what you have already learned about that issue. What do you know is correct 
information? For example, the Liberal Party is the political party that is in government at the moment. What 
are some of the opinions about that? Some people think that it is great and some people think it isn’t, others 
are either undecided or don’t like any party at all. None of these opinions is right or wrong, but they will all be 
important to consider (and any other perspectives) as you do your research.

To get started, brainstorm: what you already ‘know’ — list facts and information that you think is true 
regarding the role of political parties and whether they help people to make informed election choices. Using 
the 5W 1H words (or the process of asking literal, inferential and evaluative questions) is a helpful way to 
expand your brainstorm.

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
AnalysingAnalysing

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is understanding that people have different 
perspectives and identifying the range of views about a specific issue.

Questioning
and 

researching
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Step 2: Identify what you don’t know — gaps and misconceptions
How do you know that what you listed in 
your brainstorm is true?

Misconceptions are opinions based on 
inaccurate information, or in other words, 
something that you thought you knew as 
‘fact’ but isn’t a fact at all.

Some of these misconceptions could be:
 • Political advertising has to be true.
 • Candidates have the power to do what 

they’ve promised if they are elected.
 • Most people understand what each 

party will do if they get into power, 
because they outline everything in 
their policies.

A misconception could be something you 
have been told by a family member or 
friend. A sign that something might be an 
opinion rather than a fact is that when you ask them for evidence, they have none, or it is from an unreliable 
source. You should always ‘fact-check’ information to avoid misconceptions.

Add to your brainstorm by quickly fact-checking your ideas online through reliable sources.

Highlight your ideas on the brainstorm.
 • Use one colour to highlight what you still believe to be true.
 • Use a second colour to highlight what you think might be an opinion.
 • Use a third colour to highlight what you believe to be a misconception.

Step 3: Identify your personal perspectives and compare them with others’
What is your viewpoint? Do you believe 
that political parties are important? What 
role do they play in our democratic 
process? Do you support one party over 
the others? Do you think some parties 
operate in different ways during election 
campaigns (e.g. with more honesty)?

Draw up a table or make a series of notes.
 • Include your own views about the 

issue in the header (top) row. (Some 
of these views might be ideas that 
you believed to be true, but you 
discovered after Step 2 that they are 
misconceptions)

 • In the second row, explain why you 
have that opinion (e.g. perhaps it was 
something you heard at home).

 • Underneath each, list as many different viewpoints that someone could hold about that idea, or in other 
words, all the ways that someone might disagree with you.

FIGURE 1  Without recognising and assessing your existing 
views or knowledge, it's hard to research a topic with an 
open mind.

FIGURE 2  Without understanding other people’s views, it's 
hard to research a topic empathetically.
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1.3.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills at identifying perspectives and knowledge with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Research a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were undermined. You are to 
research the case, the principles that were undermined and what the final outcome was. Brainstorm what you 
know and your opinions.

Economics and Business
Look at the indicators of economic performance. Brainstorm Australia’s current performance in comparison 
with another country such as China or India. Compare and contrast Australia’s performance with this country. 
Is Australia’s economy performing better or worse than that country? Why?

Geography
Your team has been selected to create a website that not only grabs people’s attention but also informs them 
of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. 
Looking into the future, you will also suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Brainstorm what 
you already know and your opinions on this topic.

History
Brainstorm how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity. What traits did 
the Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians develop pride in being Australian? How does Australia 
commemorate Anzac Day, and do we still hold these original traits as important parts of our national identity?

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.4  SkillBuilder: Writing and dissecting research 
questions
1.4.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
questioning and researching 
HASS skills. Use this 
SkillBuilder after you have 
closely examined your task 
and your existing knowledge, 
and identified the range of 
possible perspectives on the 
topic. Use this SkillBuilder 
before you start looking for 
sources of information.

1.4.2 Tell me
Having identified what you do or don’t know about a topic, you need to focus your research with some clear 
and useful research questions. If a question is too broad you will find too much information and you will have 
to wade through it all to decide what is accurate and reliable. If a question is too narrow you may not find all 
of the information you need to address all parts of your task.

1.4.3 Show me

Step 1: Design an organised and purposeful research plan
Now that you have an understanding of what you know and think, it is time to make a plan for your research. 
If you have a plan it is easy to keep track of where you are up to, and you can make sure you have enough, but 
not too many, inquiry questions to cover all aspects of the topic, but stay within the time and word limits.

To do this, you need to have a clear understanding of exactly what the task requires. Before you form your 
inquiry questions, review the task description.
 1. How long do you have to complete the task?
 2. Will you have class time (and how much) or is it a homework assignment?
 3. Have you been given a word limit or guidelines for the amount of information you need to provide?
 4. What type of response is required; for example, do you have to give an opinion, offer a discussion or 

provide an explanation?
 5. Are there any specific details or hints that are given in your task outline; for example, a list of how many 

sources you should refer to, hints for where you might find more information or sections in your notes/
class text that have been suggested as a starting point?

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
AnalysingAnalysing

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is being able to develop in-depth inquiry questions to 
focus your search for accurate, reliable and useful information.

Questioning
and 

researching
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Once you know why you are doing it you can then make a plan. For example, if you have five lessons to 
research a discussion essay about political parties, your plan might look something like this:

Step 2: Write your inquiry questions
Draft your questions

Now that you have a plan and you understand your task you need to develop research questions. You can 
have some literal questions, who, what, where, when; however, the important questions in Year 9 are the 
inferential (coming to a reasonable conclusion based on evidence) and evaluative questions (based on assessing 
value or likely outcome). These are the questions where you find information but then need to find links in the 
information, such as relationships, patterns and trends, 
and the different perspective on an issue.

If you are researching political parties, can you find 
patterns in policies that political parties have and who 
votes for them? Will you be able to find information 
which shows you this next level of information?

For example, consider the following inquiry questions 
about political parties.
 1. Are there other political parties? What is an 

independent?
 2. Why is it important to have the right to choose a 

government?
 3. What happens on election day?
 4. How are votes counted?
 5. Do people have different opinions on how a 

country should be run?

FIGURE 2  To address more complex topics, you 
need to understand the basics, then focus more of 
your efforts on understanding the ‘how’, ‘why’ and 
‘what if’ questions. 

Lesson 1

• Brainstorm what I know and what I need to find out.
• Plan my research.
• Start my questions.

Lesson 2

• Do some quick research to see if my questions are OK.
• Refine my research questions — aim for 5 really good questions.

Lesson 3

• Research and answer 2 questions in my own words.

Lesson 4

• Research and answer 2 questions in my own words.

Lesson 5

• Answer the final question and organise my notes into an essay plan.

FIGURE 1  Researching political parties for a discussion essay over five lessons
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Refine your questions: open or closed?

Are any of these too broad? Are any too narrow? Will these questions return too much information? Or too 
little? The first thing to check for is whether you have closed questions or open questions. Aim to make all of 
your questions open questions, which will give you the best chance of finding explanations or discussions.

As an example, look at the first two-part question: Are there other political parties? What is an independent? 
The first part of this question can be answered with one word: yes. It is a closed question. The second part, 
‘What is an independent?’ can’t be answered with a couple of words. It is an open question. To rephrase the 
first part, you might ask ‘Which political parties’ candidates were the most successful in the last election?’ 
This is still a ‘fact-finding’ question, but it will give you more of the details you require.

Step 3: Review your inquiry questions to test their usefulness
Now you have a list of questions but are they useful? Will you find the information you need from these 
questions? Will you be able to find patterns? Will you be able to find current and reliable data?

Refine your questions: general or specific

When you write your research questions, include specific terms that have been used in your research topic or 
assignment details. For example, if you have been asked to look at the role of parties in federal elections and 
you ask ‘Which political parties had candidates in the last election?’, this could refer to other countries, state 
elections or local council elections.

Be specific, including important terms from the topic in your questions: ‘Which 
political parties ran candidates in the 2019 Australian federal election?’

This is especially the case if you are researching online, so that relevant information 
can be preferenced by your search engine. When you search with your inquiry 
questions online, however, you won’t need to type them in your search engine as full 
sentences. Your inquiry question might become: ‘political parties contesting 2019 
Australian federal election’.

1.4 ACTIVITY

In small groups or as a class, develop a series of research questions on a topic you are studying at the moment, 
or use the remaining four questions from the sample list above.

 1. Check your list. Are they all open questions? If not, 
rewrite the closed questions.

 2. Examine your list again. Are there any questions 
that could benefit from having more specific terms 
included?

 3. Divide your open questions into three categories:
 a. literal (fact and information finding), for 

example: ‘What is Australia’s GDP’?
 b. inferential (coming to a reasonable conclusion 

based on evidence), for example: ‘How does 
the GDP of a nation relate to its economic 
performance?’

 c. evaluative (based on assessing value), for ‘Which is 
the most important factor influencing GDP?’
Is there a balance between the types of questions? 
Explore ways to transform some of your literal questions into inferential or evaluative questions.
You could try using sentence starters that suggest inference (e.g. ‘how does …’, ‘why did …’) or evaluation 
(e.g. ‘what would happen if …’, ‘which is the most/least…’)

 4. How would you research these questions online? Pare your question down to the essential search terms.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching

closed questions    questions 
that can be answered with a few 
words or a short phrase 

open questions    questions that 
can’t be answered with a few 
words or a short phrase
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1.4.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills collecting, recording and organising information with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic. 
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section. 
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Write a series of well-targeted research questions to help you research a criminal or civil case from Australia 
where the principles of justice were undermined. You are to research the case, the principles that were 
undermined and what the final outcome was.

Economics and Business
Write a series of well-targeted research questions to help you research Australia’s current performance based 
on economic performance indicators and to compare this with another country such as China or India.

Geography
Your team has been selected to create a website that not only grabs people’s attention but also informs them 
of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. 
Looking into the future, you will also suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Write a series of 
focus questions to plan your research. 

History
Write a series of focus questions to help you research how Australian participation in WWI helped develop 
Australia’s national identity. What traits did the Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians develop pride 
in being Australian? How does Australia commemorate Anzac Day, and do we still hold these original traits as 
important parts of our national identity?

1.5  SkillBuilder: Finding and referencing sources
1.5.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops 
your questioning and 
researching HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder after 
you have refined your list of 
inquiry questions. Use this 
SkillBuilder before you start 
to make detailed notes from 
each source.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
AnalysingAnalysing
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1.5.2 Tell me
Now that you have your questions it is time to find your answers. You do this by finding sources of 
information. This isn’t just information from a website, it can be photos, newspaper articles, graphs or even 
poems.

Primary sources are sources most closely related to what you are looking at. In History these are sources made 
at the time, in Geography they are things such as maps, photos or population data. They are directly related to 
the landform or the population. Secondary sources are sources created by people using these primary sources.

Both types of sources are incredibly valuable. Primary sources are valuable because they help show what 
was happening at a specific time and place and what the different people thought of it at the time. Secondary 
sources show how people interpret these or how things have changed over time. Secondary sources can also 
provide a broad range of information if they use reliable primary sources as evidence.

1.5.3 Show me

Step 1: Collect reliable and relevant primary sources
As you know from previous years of HASS, this step involves finding sources of information to answer your 
focus questions and fill in the gaps in your knowledge about a topic with sources that are all three of the 
following:

 • reliable sources
 • useful sources
 • accurate sources.

Using your research questions you want to find a mix of primary and secondary sources. You should always 
use multiple sources in your research.

Sometimes, you might need to interrogate (question and examine closely) a source more closely before you 
can judge whether it is reliable, accurate and useful. Use the 5Ws as a memory tool to help you assess the 
reliability and accuracy of a source more completely.

 • What information does it provide? What kind of source is it?
 • Who created it? An expert? An interest group?
 • Why was it created? To inform? To persuade? To spread misinformation?
 • When was it created? Is it recent? Or from the time period in question?
 • Where was it created? Was it published in a reputable source? In a place 

relevant to the issue?

Note: This is not the stage to be taking detailed notes; you can ask these questions 
in your head as you find a source. This stage is for reading through (or looking at) 
sources to determine whether they are worth using at all. You may be able to tell 
after reading one paragraph that a source is not going to be useful. In this case, stop 
reading and move on.

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to make sure you find and correctly reference a 
variety of accurate and reliable primary and secondary sources.

Questioning
and 

researching

reliable sources    the information 
in the source is more likely to be 
accurate than other sources (you 
can rely on it more to be correct)

useful sources    information that 
is directly related to your research 
topic and focus questions

accurate sources    information 
that you can verify is correct and 
factual by cross-checking with 
reliable sources
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Step 2: Identify the origin, purpose and context of sources
When you have found sources that seem useful, reliable and accurate at first glance, examine them more 
closely.

If you have been asked to find primary sources that show why people were for or against conscription in 
Australia during World War I, your search may return the propaganda posters below.

Why were your sources made? In the case of these posters, it was to convince people to vote for or against 
conscription.

Where did they come from? Who were the people or the organisations who made them? When you know the 
people behind them it is easy to see the reasons for creating the source. Conscription was a very controversial 
issue that produced many points of view, so you always need to look at the origins of the source to determine 
whose perspective it was.

Context is what was happening at the time the sources were made. In this case there was a war and many men 
were dying in another country. Britain was our ally and needed more men to fight. Some people did not believe 
we should help Britain and some people thought we should. Some women thought men should not fight and 
some thought they should. It was an upsetting and confusing time and everyone had an opinion because the 
issue was very personal, as well as being political.

Your job is to try and be unbiased and consider the different perspectives 
of the sources equally. That, however, doesn’t mean you will judge them all 
to be equally useful or reliable, generally or for your specific question. For 
example, if you are asked to outline the arguments against conscription, you 
are likely to rely on one of these sources more than the other.

FIGURE 1  The ‘blood vote’, an anti-conscription 
leaflet

FIGURE 2  The ‘anti’s creed’, a leaflet supporting 
conscription in the 1917 referendum

context    the situation or circumstances 
(time period, place, writer, purpose etc.) in 
which a source or data set was created
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Step 3: Record the details of your sources
For the sources that you intend to use, record all of the details required for your bibliography or reference list.

There are many different systems used to show this information. Your school will have a specific referencing 
format that they use. One of the most common types in HASS is called Harvard referencing. Notice where you 
should use full stops, italics and different types of brackets. These are important details that are part of using 
an academic referencing system accurately.

TABLE 1 Harvard referencing format

Common reference How to cite using Harvard referencing format

Books Author family name, author first name initial. (Year published). Title of book. City: 
Publisher, Page(s).

Example:
Darlington, R, Price, J, Phelan, S & Richardson, M. (2018). Humanities and Social 
Sciences for Western Australia 10. Milton: John Wiley & Sons Australia.

Websites with the 
author listed

Family name, First initial. (Year published). Page title. [online] Website name. Available at: 
URL [Accessed Day Month Year]

Example:
Smith, A. (2021). Developing my skills in HASS. [online] HASS in WA.  
Available at: www.HASSEmporiumWA.com.au [Accessed: 21 February 2020]

Website without an 
author listed

Website name, (Year published). Page title. [online] Available at: URL [Accessed Day Mo. 
Year]

Example: 
Australian War Memorial, (2020). Gallipoli. [online] Available at: www.awm.gov.au/
articles/encyclopedia/gallipoli [Accessed 16 April 2020]

WHAT IF A SECONDARY SOURCE HAS A STRONG POINT OF VIEW?

When you find a potentially useful source, examine its origin, purpose and context carefully 
and find that it is presenting a one-sided argument, that doesn’t mean that the factual 
information in the piece is incorrect. If you have a strong understanding of those factors, then 
you may still have a useful source of information for your research, but you will need to verify 
the facts with other sources. Even sources with very narrow perspectives on an issue can be 
useful in research, but only if you are aware of that bias and treat the information accordingly. 
You will learn more about analysing sources for forms of bias in the next SkillBuilder, and as 
you look at sources in each of your HASS subjects.

1.5 ACTIVITY 

Find a primary source such as a map, poster or photo that gives some information 
about attitudes to Australian soldiers’ role in World War I. It could be a photograph or 
an excerpt from a letter to a soldier. You could also use the posters included in this 
SkillBuilder.

Find a secondary source that describes or refers to Australians’ attitudes to Australian 
soldiers’ role in World War I.

 • What information do they have in common?
 • What differences are evident?
 • How might the perspective or point of view of each of the creators of the sources 

have influenced its message? HASS skills: Questioning and researching

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 17
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1.5.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills collecting, recording and organising information with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Find primary and secondary sources to help you research a criminal or civil case from Australia where the 
principles of justice were undermined. You are to research the case, the principles that were undermined and 
what the final outcome was. (Don't forget to record the details of each source that you will need for your 
references.)

Economics and Business
Collect primary and secondary sources to help you research Australia’s current performance using economic 
performance indicators. Choose another country such as China or India and research the economic 
performance of that country. Compare and contrast Australia’s performance with this country. Is Australia’s 
economy performing better or worse than that country? Why? (Don't forget to record the details of each source 
that you will need for your references.)

Geography
Your team has been selected to create a website that not only grabs people's attention but also informs them 
of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. 
Looking into the future, you will also suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Collect primary 
and secondary sources to help you research your chosen biome. (Don't forget to record the details of each 
source that you will need for your references.)

History
Collect primary and secondary sources to help you research how Australian participation in WWI helped 
develop Australia’s national identity. What traits did the Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians 
develop pride in being Australian? How does Australia commemorate Anzac Day, and do we still hold these 
original traits as important parts of our national identity? (Don't forget to record the details of each source that 
you will need for your references.)

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.6  SkillBuilder: Analysing primary and secondary 
sources
1.6.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
analysing HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder after you have 
collected sources that appeared 
to be reliable and useful. Use 
this SkillBuilder before you 
start to look for patterns and 
connections.

1.6.2 Tell me
Analysing is a process of carefully examining and comparing information. When we analyse data or sources, 
we are looking for connections between ideas and events, or how things have changed over time. When you 
analyse you:

 • identify the facts included in a source
 • identify whether there is any relationship (e.g. a connection, such as cause and effect) between the ideas 

and/or facts
 • suggest what relationships or connections the data shows
 • suggest what trends or patterns the data shows
 • suggest what different or similar views (perspectives) are shown or suggested.

1.6.3 Show me
You will have completed a quick check for reliability when collecting your sources and making your initial 
notes, but before you start drawing any conclusions, it’s time to examine the sources again in more detail.

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to examine and compare sources thoroughly to 
obtain all of the relevant information — both stated and implied.

Analysing

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Analysing
Questioning

and 
researching

DO I REALLY HAVE TO READ A SOURCE MORE THAN ONCE?

If you decide a source is reliable, accurate and useful after your first read through, you will need to critically 
examine it to extract the information you need. To critically examine a source means to think carefully about it, to 
consider all the information analytically and in depth.

Taking shortcuts with this part of the process means you might misunderstand or misuse the information you 
have found. The first pass or skim of a source is only to determine if the source is worth using, understand its 
key ideas and, maybe, make a first round of basic notes. There is no point making notes from a source that is 
incorrect, biased or irrelevant to your topic.

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 19
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Step 1: Analyse sources for reliability and usefulness
Is it reliable?

Look at the origin, purpose and context of every source to get a better understanding of its reliability and what 
it might be best used for.

Consider the following sources about working conditions in early cotton mills: a photograph with notes 
(FIGURE 1), a description from a blog post (FIGURE 2) and an extract from an interview (FIGURE 3).

FIGURE 1  A young girl at her work station in a cotton mill, 1908 

Photographer’s note: A little spinner in the Mollahan 
Mills, Newberry South Carolina. She was tending her ‘sides’ 
like a veteran, but after I took the photo, the overseer came 
up and said in an apologetic tone that was pathetic, ‘She 
just happened in.’ Then a moment later he repeated the 
information. The mills appear to be full of youngsters that 
‘just happened in,’ or ‘are helping sister.’ December 3, 1908. 
Witness Sara R. Hine.  
Location: Newberry, South Carolina.

Factory work during the Industrial Revolution

Conditions for factory workers were terrible. People of all ages — from the very young 
to the very old — worked long hours in dirty, noisy conditions. Cotton �bres �lled the air 
and made it hard to breathe, and the machines had no safety guards to prevent terrible 
accidents. 

To make matters worse, wages were very low and the hours were long. If you were sick 
or injured, you did not receive any compensation. Unemployment was so high that there 
was always someone else who was waiting to take your job if you were no longer able 
to do it.

Home

The early factories

Working hours

Employees

Working conditions

Working conditions

FIGURE 2  A blog post discussing the working conditions in factories in the nineteenth century
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Are these sources accurate and reliable? We know from lots of primary sources that children did work in 
factories and that factories were dangerous places. This suggests they present an accurate representation of 
factory work for many workers.

Are these sources reliable?
 • FIGURE 1 is a primary source and the photographer has written a comment about what was happening at 

the time the photo was taken.
 • FIGURE 2 is a blog written by someone, maybe for a school project so it may be less reliable. When 

assessing a blog post, go back and have a look at the website. Does the author include their name or an 
organisation listed as producing the site? Do they cite sources to show they have done their research? 
Have they provided the sources of their images? If the answer is yes than the source is reliable. If the 
answer is no, then don’t use it. There is no evidence the source is reliable.

Is it useful?

Critically examine your sources for information. This is the time to read them carefully to extract all of the 
information that is relevant to your task. At this stage, you should be moving beyond simply collecting facts, 
and starting to examine sources more thoroughly.

 • Read for what is stated in written text.
 • Look at what is shown in images (and listen if it is a multimedia source).
 • Think about what is implied (suggested) by the creator of the source.
 • Consider what you can infer (deduce or conclude) from your observations — this may reveal some 

conflicting possible interpretations (perspectives).

Consider this example using FIGURE 1. Because FIGURE 1 has both visual and written information, we can ask 
all four questions.

1. What is stated?
The photographer states that the child working in the factory seemed to know how to use the machines well 
(‘tendingher “sides” like a veteran’). The manager told the photographer that the child was filling in. The 
photographer adds that there were many children working there and comments on this (‘full of youngsters that 
“just happened in”’).

FIGURE 3  From an interview with former factory worker Sarah Carpenter, published in The Ashton Chronicle  
23 June 1849

There was a young woman, Sarah Goodling, who was poorly and so she stopped her machine. James Birch, 
the overlooker, knocked her to the floor. She got up as well as she could. He knocked her down again. Then 
she was carried to the apprentice house. Her bed-fellow found her dead in bed. There was another called Mary. 
She knocked her food can down on the floor. The master, Mr. Newton, kicked her where he should not do, and it 
caused her to wear away till she died. There was another. Caroline Thompson. They beat her till she went out of 
her mind.

DISCUSS

As a class, examine FIGURE 3, which has been taken from topic 19 of this resource. Is this a source you can 
consider reliable? What evidence is there to support a claim that it is or isn’t reliable? 
 HASS skills: Analysing 
 General capabilities: Critical and creative thinking, Literacy
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2. What is shown?
The girl (who looks like she might be 8 or 9) seems to be the only person working a long line of machines that 
are much taller than her. She has no shoes on. She is not smiling. There is cotton on the floor. There seems to 
be an adult supervising or watching her from behind one of the machines towards the back of the image.

3. What is implied?
The photographer’s comment implies that the manager knew that the children should not have been working, 
and that he is trying to play it down — making excuses so as not to get in any trouble.

4. What can be inferred?
We might infer:

 • from the photographer’s comment that the manager knew children shouldn’t be working in factories but 
he employed them anyway

 • that the image was taken at a time when child labour laws were beginning to (or had just) changed to 
prevent children working in factories, but that some or many children still were at work

 • that children were much cheaper to employ (and cheaper than a potential fine, perhaps), which is why the 
manager risked it

 • that the photographer thought the manager was dishonest and lying about the children, or perhaps the 
photographer was a strong advocate for anti child-labour laws and trying to get the manager in trouble, 
and/or took the image and suggested the children were working there permanently to further the cause.

Step 2: Analyse sources for bias
Bias is when a person takes a very specific point of view and tries to lead the reader to that perspective. Every 
source has some form of bias — even a timeline or a statement of fact — which reveals bias in the events that 
are included, the events that were left out and sometimes the language or image choices.

Some sources, such as political cartoons or opinion pieces, are very biased. They show support for or criticise 
a particular politician, party, decision or policy. As a reader and researcher, it is important to be able to identify 
this bias and understand its implications for how reliable the information might be. Can you still trust it to be 
accurate? Or is the source simply useful because it reveals a perspective on the issue? This is a decision you 
will have to make on a case-by-case basis for each source of information.

Step 3: Analyse sources for currency
If you are using data in your research, make sure it is up to date; find the latest set of data if you are relying on 
statistics or surveys. If you are relying on newspaper articles or research papers, make sure you are using the 
most up-to-date coverage. If you are looking for data in History make sure the data is about the specific time 
period you are studying. For example, if you are looking for statistics to show how many children worked in 
factories in the Industrial Revolution make sure any data you reference is for that time period.

If you are using personal accounts or the opinions of people about events or issues, check:
 • Were they directly involved in the event/issues and are writing about them at that time, or were they 

writing about them much later? Or were they not involved at all?
 • If the person does not have direct experience of the event, are they an expert? Is the information you have 

their latest or most recent work?

DISCUSS

Analyse FIGURE 3, making notes about what is stated, implied or inferred. Share your lists as a class. 
 HASS skills: Analysing
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1.6.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills analysing sources with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Analyse the sources you found about the criminal or civil case in which principles of Australian justice were 
undermined. Critically analyse their reliability and usefulness, identify and weigh up the impact of any bias 
and check you have the most up-to-date information.

Economics and Business
Analyse the sources you found about Australia’s current economic performance and the other country you 
chose to examine. Critically analyse their reliability and usefulness, identify and weigh up the impact of any 
bias and check you have the most up-to-date information. 

Geography
Analyse the sources you found about one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to 
food production. Critically analyse their reliability and usefulness, identify and weigh up the impact of any 
bias and check you have the most up-to-date information.

History
Analyse the sources you found about Australian participation in WWI and how it helped develop Australia’s 
national identity. Critically analyse their reliability and usefulness, identify and weigh up the impact of any 
bias and check you have the most up-to-date information.

1.6 ACTIVITY

Look back at the pro- and anti- conscription posters (FIGURES 1and 2) FROM SUBTOPIC 1.5.

 a. Are there clues to suggest which poster is for and which against in the visual elements? 
Justify your answer with examples.

 b. Read the text. There are many words used in each that have very strong positive or 
negative meanings. Identify three of these words from each poster, and explain why your 
examples are positive or negative (e.g. the word ‘doomed’ is negative because it suggests 
that the men are all going to die no matter what.)

 c. ‘The anti’s creed’ lists a series of violent and terrible events. What is the writer implying 
about people who vote against conscription with this list?

 d. Does either of the posters provide any factual information about conscription? Provide 
evidence or reasons for your view.

 e. These sources express strong bias. Are they still useful research resources? Provide 
evidence or reasons for your view. 
 HASS skills: Analysing

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.7  SkillBuilder: Analysing information presented in 
different formats
1.7.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
analysing HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder after you have 
carefully read and extracted 
relevant information from your 
sources. (You can also do these 
two stages at the same time 
if you have found sources of 
information that is presented in a 
wide range of formats.) Use this 
SkillBuilder before you start to 
look for patterns of connections.

1.7.2 Tell me
When you do research you will need to be able to read and interpret a variety of sources. This is important 
because you need to find as much accurate information as you can. As you already know, you can’t just copy 
the information from one website and think you’re done.

It might sound obvious, but different types of information are presented more effectively in different ways. In 
your study of the Industrial Revolution this year, you will learn about the ways that the lives of working people 
changed during this time. Personal accounts of their lives are more likely to be written down. Information 
about income, health, and birth and death rates are more likely to be shown in graphs, tables and charts. The 
movement of people from rural to urban locations or overseas is more likely to be shown on a map.

Research is like solving a mystery, so if you look at only one type of source — photos or graphs, for example 
— you'll be missing out on a lot of important clues. 

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to analyse and compare information on the same 
topic that is presented using different formats.

Analysing

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Analysing
Questioning

and 
researching
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1.7.3 Show me

Step 1: Search for and compare different source types
Consider these two sources about the biomes of South-East Asia.
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FIGURE 1  The biomes of South-East Asia

FIGURE 2 South-East Asian rainforests

Rainforests in South-East Asia during the ice ages

Despite the lower global temperatures experienced during ice ages, the rainforests of South-East Asia maintained 
the relatively high rainfall and warm temperatures needed to sustain a forest environment because of their 
location. Forests in places such as Malaysia, Borneo, Sumatra and Java — which were connected as one land-
mass during the last ice age — helped the unique wildlife of the area to survive the period of global cooling as 
each species could still access a suitable habitat. Eventually, these areas separated into individual land-masses 
with their rainforest habitat still intact in the pockets of forest that had survived. These pockets remained home to 
diverse animal and plant species.
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FIGURE 2 states that rainforests are located throughout South-East Asia, particularly Malaysia, Borneo, Sumatra 
and Java. This information, however, is quite general. For more specific detail or to fact-check the general 
information, consult a more detailed source. Any written text that lists and describes every rainforest area in 
South-East Asia will be long and time-consuming to read. Obviously, the easiest type of source with which to 
fact-check this information will be a map. The focus of the written text is also the development of rainforests 
in these areas over time. The map, in contrast, might give more detail about where the rainforests are located, 
but not how they have changed or separated over the course of thousands of years. As you analyse your 
sources, be aware of gaps in the type of sources you have found. If you find you have collected only newspaper 
articles, extend your search terms to include images or data or maps.

Step 2: Identify potential bias or perspectives in data
Different perspectives and biases exist in all forms of information. This can sometimes impact on how we look 
at a source and what we can learn from it. It can also impact our own thoughts and opinions on the information 
or issue. Remember, bias is not always intentional, and it doesn’t always play a significant role in changing 
what information implies. In many ways, simply selecting information is showing bias by virtue of what you 
select and what you do not; the information you choose to discuss and present is valued, the other information 
is not.

Sources of data (charts, maps, graphs, tables etc.) are generally presented objectively, but the perspectives are 
often revealed by what is missing, rather than what is shown or stated. In a reputable source, a warning about 
possible misinterpretations or omissions is usually included as part of the source itself. For example, at the 
bottom of a map or data set, you many find some of the following disclaimers that explain what some of the 
gaps in the information might be:

 • Footnotes or end notes, for example * data is projected, which means that the data for the dates in the 
future is their best guess, based on current trends and information.

 • Exclusions: if there are some sets of data that have been purposely left out, reputable sources should 
make this clear. For example, many maps of COVID-19 cases in WA did not include people who were 
being treated for the virus in WA, but were not WA residents. They were excluded to show how the virus 
was spreading only between Western Australians, not visitors. This helped to exclude cases from cruise 
ships who were already in quarantine, so that people could gain a better picture of spread in their local 
community. Leaving these cases in could have inflated the number of cases in areas near ports and/or 
major hospitals.

 • Gaps: sometimes the information in a table or map might be based on a set of data that is missing dates, 
areas or groups. (There may have been time or places where the data could not be collected; for example, 
because of a natural disaster). This doesn't mean the source is unreliable, it just means you have to take 
these gaps into account when you analyse the data.

Any relevant information about how a source might need to be interpreted should be included within the 
source. Read additional notes, examine scales, keys and ranges very carefully, and consider what impact they 
have on how you might use it and what information you can infer from it. If a source has no disclaimers about 
how the data has been collected or created (sometimes you will also find them on a separate Disclaimers or 
About page), check for reliability a little more closely.

1.7.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills comparing different sources of information with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.
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Civics and Citizenship
Analyse the information you have collected about a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles 
of justice were undermined. Review the source types you have collected and consider the way that each 
presents its specific perspective. Ensure you have found a variety: court reports, news reports, images. For each 
source, add to your notes whether there are any significant:

 • footnotes or endnotes
 • exclusions
 • gaps
 • disclaimers.

Economics and Business
Analyse the information you have collected about Australia’s economic performance compared with another 
country such as China or India. Review the source types you have collected and consider the way that each 
presents its specific perspective. Ensure you have found a variety: news reports, economic performance data 
(over time), maps showing performance in specific regions. For each source, add to your notes whether there 
are any significant:

 • footnotes or endnotes
 • exclusions
 • gaps
 • disclaimers.

Geography
Analyse the information you have collected about a particular biome as a producer of food, and the current 
threats to food production. Review the source types you have collected and consider the way that each presents 
its specific perspective. Ensure you have found a variety: reports about threats to agriculture, food production 
data (over time), maps showing performance in specific regions. For each source, add to your notes whether 
there are any significant:

 • footnotes or endnotes
 • exclusions
 • gaps
 • disclaimers.

History
Analyse the information you have collected about Australian participation in WWI and how it helped develop 
Australia’s national identity. Review the source types you have collected and consider the way that each 
presents its specific perspective. Ensure you have found a variety: personal accounts or reflections, photographs 
and images, military records, news reports about current commemorations. For each source, add to your notes 
whether there are any significant:

 • footnotes or endnotes
 • exclusions
 • gaps
 • disclaimers.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.8  SkillBuilder: Identifying and explaining 
relationships and patterns
1.8.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
analysing HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder after you have 
critically examined and made 
notes about all of your sources. 
Use this SkillBuilder before you 
start to form your conclusion.

1.8.2 Tell me
An important part of analysis is being able to identify and explain relationships and patterns. In years 7 and 
8 you developed the ability to identify connections, but in Year 9 you will be expected to explain why the 
connections exist.

Look at your notes carefully. Can you see any connections in the information? Are there similar events 
that happened at different times or events that had flow-on effects or started a chain reaction? The kinds of 
connections you might find include:

 • a cause and effect relationship
 • a trend
 • change happening over time (in place, actions, beliefs, ideas, standards etc.)
 • similar views are stated or implied.

1.8.3 Show me

Step 1: Identify change over time
Using different sources of information, you can identify patterns and relationships. You can also see how 
things change over time. For example, look at the sources showing the working conditions of children from 
the Industrial Revolution. From our analysis we determined that children worked 
in terrible conditions. You can then look for sources which show how this has 
changed. You could find laws that show it is illegal for children of a certain age to 
work. You can find photos of people under 18 working these days and see that the 
conditions are clean and safe.

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to identify and explain relationships and patterns 
between the aspects of what you are investigating and researching.

Analysing

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Analysing
Questioning

and 
researching

trend    a pattern of change over 
time
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Step 2: Identify and explain cause and effect relationships
Every event or action has follow-on effects, which are likely to be the cause of subsequent effects or 
consequences. Being able to identify patterns of cause and effect is an essential skill that allows us to explain 
how and why things happened, happen or might happen in the future. Remember, however, that not all causes 
leading to a specific event are as equally significant as each other — some causes may have more influence 
than others.

A good way to map out causes and effects is with a simple diagram or flowchart.

By now you can identify these relationships but in Year 9 you need to explain them. You are also familiar with 
the TEEL paragraph structure. This is a good way to remember how to explain a cause and effect relationship. 
Consider the following example of the causes and effects of rainforests being found along the equator in 
South-East Asia.
 1. Topic sentence (relationship)

The rainforests of South-East Asia are found along the equator in areas of high rainfall. (What is the 
relationship? Rainforest related to location)

 2. Explaining sentence (cause)
The equator has high rainfall, sometimes up to 60 mm a month and has high, constant temperatures.  
(Why does this happen (cause)? Climate at Equator)

 3. Supporting sentence (effect)
Because plants need heat and water to grow, this area allows for tropical 
rainforest plants to grow very quickly and very thickly. (What is the effect? 
Tropical plants flourish)

WHAT IF I DON'T KNOW WHAT'S CHANGED?

It can be difficult to see what has changed when you have collected a 
lot of information. To help organise your thoughts, order your information 
in chronological order: start at the beginning of the time period you are 
discussing and work through.

 • What can you observe in your earliest source?
 • Is this the same in the next? Or the next? Create a table or diagram to 

record what is the same, and what is different (including why it might 
have been different).

• High rainfall
• Warm, constant

temperatures
• Proximity to the

equator

• The plantlife grows
quickly and is dense

• There is a lot of
rainforest in this region

Rainforests
near the

equator in
South‐East

Asia

Causes Effects

FIGURE 1  Issues or events might have many causes and many effects, both positive and negative

cause and effect    an event or 
action leads to other events or 
actions
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 4. Linking sentence (connection)
Due to these conditions rainforests grow very quickly and over large areas in South-East Asia. (What is 
the connection? Conditions in this area are perfect for rainforest growth)

Step 3: Analyse hierarchies of information (categories and subcategories)
Good writers structure their information in a way that helps a reader navigate the writing to find out what they 
need and want to know. Often, this means the most important information will be suggested in the headings 
and subheadings, so readers know where to look. If you are being asked to look for key or important points 
you know to look for sentences related to the heading and subheadings.

Other tools used by writers to help readers navigate information include:
 • an index, which outlines the contents according to key words and page numbers
 • a table of contents, which gives you an overview of the basic topics
 • an executive summary, which provides a summary of the key findings of a report
 • reference lists, which might contain the details of additional material not cited in the writing but that is 

relevant to the topic
 • hyperlinks, which direct online users to additional information, pages or features like popup definitions
 • captions, which explain and number figures (or data sources, pictures, illustrations etc.)
 • footnotes or endnotes, which add information that is related to but not vitally important to the main 

information.

These tools, however, aren't only used to help readers navigate information. Placing information in a prominent 
position is a good sign that the writer wants readers to notice that information — it helps to support their 
perspective or argument. Placing information in a place where readers won't notice it (or might not read that 
far) is a convenient way of making opposing views or facts seem less relevant or important. 

1.8.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills identifying and explaining relationships and patterns with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Analyse the causes and effects of the principles of justice being undermined in the case you are researching, 
and consider how attitudes and approaches to the case changed over time and why.

1.8 ACTIVITY

In pairs or small groups, choose a website that is produced by a 
government body (local, state or federal). Carefully examine how they 
have structured their page, the use of headings, any footnotes, captions, 
disclaimers or other features.

 • Discuss what role these features play. Do they help you find 
information more easily? Do they really relate to the important parts of 
the page?

 • If your job was to reorganise this website, so that the negative 
information about the government department was less prominent, and the positive information was more 
obvious, describe how you would change the way the information is presented. (You could also redesign the 
site or one of the pages digitally.)

 HASS skills: Analysing 
 General capabilities: Literacy, ICT
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Economics and Business
Analyse the causes and effects of Australia's and your chosen country's economic performance, and examine 
how each has changed over time and why.

Geography
Analyse the causes and effects of changes in food production levels in your chosen biome over time, and 
predict whether this general trend will change into the future.

History
Analyse the causes and effects of how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national 
identity. Examine how attitudes changed over time, and why these changes came about.

1.9  SkillBuilder: Forming strong conclusions based 
on evidence
1.9.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops 
your evaluating HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder after you 
have identified and explained 
the reasons for any patterns or 
relationships in your information. 
Use this SkillBuilder before you 
start considering ambiguities and 
their causes.

1.9.2 Tell me
Forming a strong conclusion means that you have a point of view about an issue that you can explain and 
defend with evidence. Strong conclusions are always based on strong evidence. If you can’t back up what you 
want to say, then it is an uninformed opinion, not a conclusion based on critical evaluation.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)

Communicating
and

re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
Analysing Evaluating

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to form strong conclusions that are supported by 
accurate and reliable evidence.

Evaluating
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1.9.3 Show me

Step 1: Consider the evidence
Make sure you have all your evidence in front of you. This includes your information, your sources of 
evidence, your notes on relationships and patterns and anything else you have found to fill the gaps in your 
knowledge. This part of the process is like piecing all of your clues together to form answers to the question or 
topic you have been asked to research. Consider: what is your opinion on the question you established right at 
the beginning of your research? Does your original hypothesis still stand? Go back to your original brainstorm 
(or start a new one) with the topic at the centre, and all of the main ideas you need to address radiating from it.

Divide each point coming from the centre of your concept map into smaller conclusions. (These will be the 
answers to your focus questions — mostly the inferential and evaluative focus questions, but you might have 
some literal questions too, just to cover all of the facts.) Answer each question, and grow your map with a third 
layer of evidence from your sources to support each focus question answer.

For example, if one of your focus questions was ‘How did the Industrial Revolution change the lives of 
children?’ you might work through this process as shown in FIGURE 1. Look for how the opinion is supported 
with evidence that is:

 • specifically referencing the source (stating what it is, who it shows, who took the image and when it is 
from)

 • specifically explains what the image shows in relation to the opinion
 • explicitly states what you have inferred from this information.

FIGURE 1  Supporting your conclusions with strong evidence

Focus question:

How did the Industrial Revolution change the lives of children?

Conclusion:

Factory managers and owners used children as cheap labour in dangerous factory jobs.

Evidence:

Sara Hine’s photo of a very young girl, around 8 years 
old, working in a factory in 1908 shows the child 
among a long, tall row of machines with many moving 
parts and no safety guards. Hine states the girl was, 
‘tending her “sides” like a veteran’. This means she 
knew what she was doing and was an experienced 
worker, not ‘just happened in’ as the overseer 
suggests. Not only is this girl an experienced machine 
operator, the photographer's note says that she was 
one of many young children working at the time. The 
girl's bare feet and simple dress suggests that she 
is from a poor family that needs her to work. The 
overseer, who may be the figure half out of shot in the 
foreground of the photo, suggests with his comments 
that the girl isn't a regular worker, which would have 
been illegal at that time. Hine's description of his tone 
as 'pathetic' suggests that he knows that this issue is 
one of great debate at that time but doesn't really care 
to change it. This suggests that he doesn't have a lot 
of concern for the welfare of the children, and is happy 
to get the cheap workers.

Photographer’s note: A little spinner in the Mollahan 
Mills, Newberry, South Carolina. She was tending her ‘sides’ 
like a veteran, but after I took the photo, the overseer came 
up and said in an apologetic tone that was pathetic, ‘She 
just happened in.’ Then a moment later he repeated the 
information. The mills appear to be full of youngsters that 
‘just happened in,’ or ‘are helping sister.’ December 3, 1908. 
Witness Sara R. Hine. Location: Newberry, South Carolina
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If you are comparing two things — countries, biomes, political systems — your points coming from the centre 
of your mind map should refer to or relate to both of the things you are comparing. For example, if you are 
comparing working lives of people now with people at the height of the Industrial Revolution, one of your 
points might be that working conditions now are far more regulated than they were in the mid-1800s. You 
would then have evidence relating to what work was like then and now radiating from that statement.

You have stated your conclusion and backed it up with evidence from a reliable source, and explained how that 
evidence shows your opinion is valid. This is much more solid than ‘life was bad for children in the Industrial 
Revolution’.

Step 2: Identify perspectives, ambiguities and gaps in information
The overseer mentioned in FIGURE 1 appears to have had the view that children could be used as workers in 
factories; however, his perspective has been left out of the sources we have collected. How would he have 
defended this position? This is a gap in the information.

Ambiguities (uncertainties) occur when something can have more than one interpretation depending on how 
a source is viewed or if there is a gap in the information that makes it hard to form a firm conclusion. Does 
your evaluation have any of these? Are you missing anything which can change how other people view your 
conclusion? Many questions you will be asked to answer in HASS subjects in Year 9 and Year 10 will not have 
clear ‘black and white’ answers. There may be parts of a topic that no-one is able to answer, or that are simply 
unknown at this point in time. In such cases, it shows your ability to consider the issues from all perspectives 
or possibilities if you highlight these ‘unknowns’ and explain why there are no answers.

1.9 ACTIVITY

Consider the photo of a little girl working in a factory in FIGURE 1. Whose perspectives are missing?

There is no perspective from the little girl. The photographer’s view is suggested. The quote from the overseer 
could be ambiguous; if this was the only source you had about child labour, you might assume this was an 
isolated incident. You could be under the impression that the little girl is only there to fill in for someone else.

 1. Identify as many people as you can who might have had a point of view about this little girl working in the 
factory, but whose perspective is not shown by this source.

 2. When you have identified a person, outline what their perspective might have been. 
 HASS skills: Evaluating 
 General capability: Intercultural understanding

ISN’T POINTING THIS OUT ADMITTING I DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS?

Pointing out that issues are not black-and-white or clear-cut shows that you have 
thoroughly examined an issue. Presenting a single definitive answer to a complicated 
problem isn’t a sign you’ve got it ‘right’; it’s usually a sign that you don’t understand how 
complicated the issue really is. Many of the issues you learn about in HASS do not have 
a one-size-fits-all answer. What your teachers, examiners and (later) your employers will 
be looking for is your ability to weigh up what you do know and what can’t be known, 
to form a reasonable conclusion based on the evidence. This includes pointing out the 
possible reasons why your conclusion might not be right, so that people know you have 
considered the issue from every perspective.
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Step 3: Identify different potential interpretations of a source
People can also interpret sources differently. You may see one thing in a source and yet your friend could see 
something completely different. Your parents and teachers may see something else that is different. This is 
because we all have different knowledge and experiences.

For example, a child from a family with no income in 1908 may have looked at the photo of the girl in 
FIGURE 1 and thought she was incredibly lucky to have an income that would help provide food for her 
family. A child from a family living in poverty now might think the same thing.

Step 4: Review your conclusions
Finally, you can write your findings. Make sure you refer to your sources and evidence as often as you 
possibly can. When it comes to taking different perspectives into account you can mention them, but in relation 
to your own. For example, you could say, ‘Overseers and factory owners did not mind hiring children in 
factories because the children were paid less than adults and could be worked harder. However, this was not 
good for the children and they suffered ill health because of it.’

1.9.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills drawing conclusions and supporting them with evidence with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Create a mind map or similar diagram to organise your main ideas and evidence about the criminal or civil 
case from Australia you have been researching.

Economics and Business
Create a mind map or similar diagram to organise your main ideas and evidence about Australia’s current 
economic performance and that of your other chosen country.

Geography
Create a mind map or similar diagram to organise your main ideas and evidence about food production in the 
biome you have been researching.

History
Create a mind map or similar diagram to organise your main ideas and evidence about Australian participation 
in WWI and how this helped to develop Australia’s national identity.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.10  SkillBuilder: Proposing plausible explanations 
for patterns and relationships
1.10.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
evaluating HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder during your 
evaluation. Use this SkillBuilder 
before you consider possible 
solutions or action.

1.10.2 Tell me
Some relationships are clear and have a clear cause and effect relationship; for example, specific climates 
foster specific types of vegetation growth. Other times, however, these connections are not clear-cut and you 
will need to suggest a range of possible explanations for some of the things you observe or infer.

1.10.3 Show me

Step 1: Identify and explain anomalies
An anomaly is a figure or example that is different to what you would expect based on the patterns in the data 
set as a whole. Does your data have any of these and does it impact on your evaluation? If so, make a note of 
it. Once you have identified them you also need to explain why it is an anomaly and suggest potential reasons 
for it.

For example, the location of rainforests in South-East Asia and the amount of rainfall and temperatures of the 
area are related: generally, the warm weather and high rainfall create lusher and more dense forest.

But there are some places in tropical areas that have high rainfall but don’t have lots of rainforest. This is an 
anomaly — an exception to the pattern. This might occur because of heavy clearing by people, it might be due 
to a recent natural hazard like a flood or cyclone, or one side of a mountain may have lots of rainforest and the 
other side may have none. This is possible due to orographic rainfall, a natural phenomenon.

Step 2: Make plausible inferences
A plausible inference is a reasonable idea as to why there is a relationship or an anomaly. Many inferences are 
plausible, you just need to find information to back them up.

If we look at the example of the treatment of children in the Industrial Revolution, 
we decided that children were treated and paid poorly but they were cheap labour so 
factory owners kept using them. Is this a plausible inference? Ask yourself, does it 
make sense based on the information you have?

Communicating
and

re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
Analysing Evaluating

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to identify issues that have no definite answers and 
identify a range of plausible (reasonable) explanations.

Evaluating

anomaly    something that falls 
outside expected patterns

plausible    a likely or reasonable 
statement or argument based on 
strong, reliable evidence
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We know from FIGURE 1 in subtopic 1.6 that children were used in factories and we know from FIGURE 2 in 
subtopic 1.6 that it was dangerous and unhealthy, and children were treated differently. The sources show this 
to be a plausible inference, that is likely based on the evidence.

Step 3: Review your conclusions
Once you have evaluated your data and written a broad conclusion you now need to refine your conclusion. 
Write it into full sentences. Use your school’s preferred paragraph structure if that is what is being asked for. 
Make sure every paragraph has plenty of evidence in it and your information links back to your argument.

1.10.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills proposing plausible explanations with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
In your research of a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were undermined, 
what anomalies arose in the patterns of information? For example, were documents lost or paperwork 
overlooked?

Economics and Business
In your research of Australia’s current economic performance in comparison with another country, what 
anomalies arose in the patterns of information? For example, are there periods of time when there was an 
unusual economic boom or slump?

Geography
In your research of one particular biome as a producer of food, what anomalies arose in the patterns of 
information? For example, were there periods of time when the levels of production did not follow the usual 
patterns?

History
What anomalies arose in the patterns of information you discovered in your research of how Australian 
participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity? For example, were there people who did not 
fit the trend of being proud of soldiers, or who see this period of Australian history differently?

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.11  SkillBuilder: Proposing possible actions and 
predicting their outcomes
1.11.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
evaluating HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder after you have 
formed your opinions about 
a topic. Use this SkillBuilder 
as you start to draft your 
assessment or report.

1.11.2 Tell me
With many tasks in HASS, you also need to suggest possible actions to resolve the issues you have discovered, 
and predict what would be the likely result of the solutions you put forward. You need to evaluate whether the 
outcomes will have a neutral, positive or negative effect for all concerned parties and places. You then need to 
decide if the effect is worth the action, or if doing something else (or nothing at all) will bring a better outcome.

For example, if you propose that a government should increase its spending on education to lift NAPLAN 
results, what flow-on effects does that proposed solution have? Where does the money come from? Does this 
place extra pressure on teachers and students? Is a lack of money the problem, or will something else be a 
more effective solution?

1.11.3 Show me

Step 1: Identify the component parts of the change, challenge or event that is needed
Consider the information you have collected and 
think about what could be done to fix or improve the 
situation. What might be the flow-on effects in the 
short- and long-term futures?

For example, if a farmer has a low-yield year and 
clears rain forest for more farm land, what could 
happen? They could potentially have a good crop for 
a few years but over time the land would degrade and 
lose its nutrients so they would need to clear more land 
for more crops.

What if they planted different crops on their existing 
land — perhaps some crops that used the nutrients that 
were there? Or what if they were taught how to farm 
their existing land more sustainably? A possible (and 
likely) outcome would be that they could use their 

FIGURE 1  Land clearing does more than just clear 
land; every change has flow-on effects that need 
to be considered when we suggest proposals for 
overcoming challenges.
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Analysing Evaluating

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to propose a range of plausible (reasonable) 
solutions to an issue or problem, and predict the likely outcomes of each suggestion.

Evaluating
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existing land more effectively and have a more secure long-term future and improved food security. Also, the 
rainforest would not need to be destroyed and would continue to grow, which is great for the environment.

Consider the parts of the issue you’re researching.
 • What could be changed to create a positive outcome for all involved?
 • What is the best possible outcome for the majority of people?
 • How might each specific part of the problem be improved?
 • Will changing one small thing have flow-on effects that will improve (or make worse) other parts of the 

problem too?

Step 2: Identify the type of action required
Now that you have the components, consider what needs to be done to bring all the components together. 
Develop a plan for action.

 • Is it people coming together to resolve an issue? What steps would this require?
 • Is it educating people to improve their practices? How could you do this?
 • Does the government need to be involved? Which part and how would you get them involved?

It can be difficult to think of solutions to abstract or significant issues without break it down into its smaller 
parts. One way to do this is to think about it as a series of challenges faced by people.
 1. On a piece of paper, write down one person affected by the problem or issue.
 2. Underneath that, write down what the challenge they face would be in this situation.
 3. Underneath that, write down some ways to solve the problem. Be as broad or as outlandish as you like.
 4. Once you have a list, rule out the ones which would be too difficult or make no sense. You will then have 

a couple of sensible actions you could put forward as possible solutions.

For example, the rainforest farmer 
might change his mindset and just 
farm what he has for his family, move 
into town and get a job, lobby the 
government for more land, buy more 
fertilisers, change his crops or go back 
to school to become a nurse.

Step 3: Predict plausible 
outcomes of the action
Predict what some of the potential 
outcomes could be. Because you are 
putting the idea forward it stands 
to reason that you won’t have any 
hard and fast data to show the 
outcome of the action. List positive, 
neutral and negative outcomes as 
possible suggestions. Provide a brief 
explanation about why you think these 
are possible outcomes.

Sometimes, you might not decide 
on a course of action until you have 
determined potential consequences of 
each different option. This is one of 
the situations where a concept map 
can be helpful.

Issue

Farmer has more land
to farm, increased
food security

Rainforest is destroyed

Soil nutrients: unclear
if it will be sustainable
in the long-term 

Solution
3

Cut down
more forest

Solution
2

FIGURE 2  Exploring the potential positive, negative and uncertain 
outcomes of a proposed solution
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1.11.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills proposing plausible explanations with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Based on your research of a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were 
undermined, create a list or mind map of potential ways that this injustice could be reversed. For each 
suggestion, include what the likely positive, negative and uncertain outcomes would be for each party involved.

Economics and Business
Based on your research of Australia’s current economic performance compared with another country, create a 
list or mind map of potential ways that each country's performance could be improved. For each suggestion, 
include what the likely positive, negative and uncertain outcomes would be for each country, their citizens and 
the global economy.

Geography
Based on your research of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, create a list or mind 
map of potential ways that any threats to sustainable production could be improved. For each suggestion, 
include what the likely positive, negative and uncertain outcomes would be for each country, their citizens and 
global food security.

History
Based on your research of how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity, 
create a list or mind map of potential ways that contention or disagreement regarding the place of Anzac 
commemorations could be resolved. For each suggestion, include what the likely positive, negative and 
uncertain outcomes would be.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.12  SkillBuilder: Choosing appropriate formats and 
language
1.12.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
communicating HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder after you 
have researched and considered 
your topic from all angles.

1.12.2 Tell me
The format is how you present your information. It might seem like stating the obvious, but if you are asked to 
write a report, you don’t just write a page of dot points. Similarly, if you are asked to create a presentation, you 
don’t write paragraphs of information for every slide — that isn't a presentation, it's an essay on a screen.

What is considered appropriate language depends on your audience and making sure you pitch your language 
to those people. You don’t want the language to be too simple if your teacher is reading it, and you don’t want 
it to be too hard if you are writing something Year 7s might be asked to read. This includes subject-specific 
terminology too. You might discuss anthropogenic impacts on the marine aquatic biome with your Geography 
teacher, but you would more likely talk to your parents about human impacts on the ocean.

1.12.3 Show me
In some cases, you will be given a specific format to use, and sometimes you may be given options. Make sure 
you know the structures that are needed; for example, make sure you know the report format you may be asked 
to use.

Evaluating
Questioning

and 
researching

AnalysingAnalysing
Communicating

and
re�ecting

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to think about who your audience is and make sure 
they understand your message clearly.

Communicating
and

re�ecting

WILL USING COMPLICATED LANGUAGE MAKE ME SOUND SMARTER?

Review the language in your research. Are there words you don’t understand? 
If so, look them up and make sure you know what they mean. Never use words 
you don’t know the meaning of because you may be asked to define them, or 
you may use them incorrectly. Using language well gives a great impression, but 
using complex language incorrectly certainly won't help you get better marks.
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Step 1: Review the task instructions
Go back over the task. Has your teacher given you a specific format to follow? If so, that is part of your 
assessment — know the expectations and use the appropriate format. These formats and conventions can 
change in different subjects, so ensure that the structures and rules you are following are for the subject you 
are completing the assignment in.

This also involves reviewing the task verbs. Have you been asked to discuss, argue or explain? Know what the 
words in your topic mean; they are all asking you to do very specific things!

Always check with your teacher if you are unsure. There is nothing worse than writing your final product, 
getting half-way through and realising you’ve been answering the wrong type of question. (You will also find 
the definitions of question verbs in your key terms throughout each topic.)

Step 2: Determine the appropriate format and its conventions
Once you know what the format is and you know what is expected of you then make sure you know how to do 
it. For example, if you have to write an essay make sure you follow the convention of introductory paragraph, 
body paragraphs and a concluding paragraph.

If it is a PowerPoint, make sure you don’t overload your slides with information. Use dot points and graphics 
to present your findings. These are just a couple of examples.

There are many different ways to structure an essay to communicate your information. But there is a very 
simple structure we can use.

TABLE 1 The basic structure of an essay or general report

Section What to include

Introduction Contention (thesis statement): This is the backbone of your essay. Make sure it 
is very clear about what you want to say

Broad background info

Define relevant terms

Body paragraph 1 Topic sentence

Explanation (supporting sentence x 2+)

Evidence sentence

Linking sentence

Body paragraph 2 Topic sentence

Explanation (supporting sentence x 2+)

Evidence sentence

Linking sentence

Body paragraph 3 Topic sentence

Explanation (supporting sentence x 2+)

Evidence sentence

Linking sentence

Body paragraph 4 (if 
needed)

Topic sentence

Explanation (supporting sentence x 2+)

Evidence sentence

Linking sentence

Conclusion Re-state your thesis.

Outline your key points.

This will be like your introduction but using different words. Look back at 
your introduction and see what can be added in.

What is VITAL in a conclusion is that you don’t add any new information. The 
conclusion's job is to sum up the essay, not introduce new things.
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1.12 ACTIVITY

One of the most important parts of a question, but one that students often overlook, is the verb. In a topic or 
assignment task description, you will be given specific things that you have to do, and the verbs are the key to 
how you provide the information required in the format required.

TABLE 2  Common verbs in HASS tasks and exercises

Task verb
What the task/exercise 
requires you to do Example

What you need to provide 
to answer the question

Account Account for: state 
reasons for, report on

Account for the level of 
dissatisfaction with the 
government present in Germany 
in the interwar years.

Facts of the situation, the 
range of perspectives, 
reasons for the 
perspectives

Give an account or 
narrate a series of events 
or transactions

Give an account of the Gallipoli 
landing.

Chronological description 
of events (not just listing, 
but describing)

Argue Make a case, based on 
appropriate evidence, 
for and/or against some 
given point of view

Argue that Australia should have 
a more transparent system for 
appointing judges.

Contention (thesis 
statement), supporting 
arguments, evidence

Assess Make a judgement of 
value, quality, outcomes, 
results or size

Assess Australia’s labour 
market in light of the COVID-19 
downturn.

Contention (thesis 
statement), supporting 
arguments, evidence

Comment on Make reference to and 
expand upon

Comment on the role of social 
media in election campaigns.

Main uses, impacts, range 
of views

Consider Reflect on and make a 
judgement/evaluation

Consider whether Australia 
should give more international 
aid.

Contention (thesis 
statement), supporting 
arguments, evidence

Debate Develop a logical 
(sometimes persuasive) 
argument, giving differing 
views in response to a 
topic

In pairs, debate the meaning of 
Anzac Day commemorations in 
Australia.

Range of views, supporting 
arguments, evidence

Explore Investigate, search for or 
evaluate

Explore the range of opinions in 
the Australian media about the 
appointment of judges.

Range of views/ideas, 
supporting arguments, 
evidence

Investigate To plan, search or inquire 
into; examine in order to 
obtain the true facts

Investigate the role of a financial 
advisor.

Facts and supporting 
evidence or explanation

Justify Support an argument or 
conclusion; give reasons 
for your statements or 
comments

Justify the view that commercial 
fishing should be banned in 
international waters.

Supporting arguments and 
evidence for this specific 
view

List Provide a series of related 
words, names, numbers 
or items that are arranged 
in order, one after the 
other

List the prime ministers of 
Australia and their years in 
office.

Names, years (Note: 
because this is a sequence 
over time you would list 
them chronologically)

Source: Definitions from ‘Glossary of key words in the formulation of questions’, WA School Curriculum and Standards 
Authority
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1.12.4 Let me do it
Practise presenting information in a way that suits your purpose.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Research a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were undermined. You are to 
research the case, the principles that were undermined and what the final outcome was. Choose the best way to 
present this information, and plan your structure.

Economics and Business
Look at the indicators of economic performance. Research Australia’s current performance using these criteria. 
Choose another country such as China or India and research the economic performance of that country. 
Compare and contrast Australia’s performance with this country. Is Australia’s economy performing better or 
worse than that country? Why?  Choose the best way to present this information, and plan your structure.

Geography
Your team has been selected to create a website that not only grabs people's attention but also informs them 
of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. 
Looking into the future, you will also suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Choose the best 
way to present this information on a webpage, and plan your structure.

History
Research how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity. What traits did the 
Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians develop pride in being Australian?

Research how Australia commemorates Anzac Day, and whether we still hold these original traits as important 
parts of our national identity. Choose the best way to present this information, and plan your structure.

 1. In pairs or small groups, write a series of questions 
using the verbs in TABLE 2 based on the topic you are 
studying at the moment.

 a. Brainstorm what kinds of information you would expect 
a student to provide in answer to that question (an 
expanded version of the right-hand column in TABLE 2).

 b. Swap your questions (not the brainstorm) with another 
group and ask them to provide you with an outline to 
how they would answer the question.

 c. Join together and discuss your brainstorms, or share 
them with the class.

 d. Write a short reflection: what were the things you 
missed in your brainstorm that you should be careful to 
include with assessment tasks? General capability: Literacy

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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1.13  SkillBuilder: Developing strong evidence-based 
discussions and explanations
1.13.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
communicating HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder after you 
have planned or drafted your 
writing or task response.

1.13.2 Tell me
A strong evidence-based discussion or explanation is one that presents highly accurate and detailed 
information, and/or a reasonable conclusion, suggestions or predictions about an issue, and backs this up with 
reliable, specific evidence. It is also beneficial to explain everything you have learned in a way people find 
interesting and informative. You want them to be engaged in what they are learning and continue to think about 
it long after they finish reading or watching you present.

1.13.3 Show me
This is the section where you take your plan and put it into action. If you have followed the previous steps in 
the process, you know what you are saying and how you are going to say it — it is time to draft and craft your 
response.

Step 1: Select strong and appropriate evidence and language to support your 
conclusions
You have already selected your evidence but now you need to make sure that it matches what you are trying 
to say. Don’t use statistics when a picture makes more sense, or vice versa. Make sure you use appropriate 
language to present this evidence. Make sure it is language people understand.

You have double checked all your evidence is accurate and reliable, but as you draft your work find the best 
piece of evidence to support each point – not just any evidence.

Supporting arguments or ideas with evidence is like completing a jigsaw. You can’t just force any two pieces 
together; they have to fit: to build the same part of the image together. Look for the strongest evidence that 
supports each claim; never leave a claim unsupported.

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to make sure you have relevant and reliable evidence 
to support every point of your argument or ideas.

Communicating
and

re�ecting

Evaluating
Questioning

and 
researching

AnalysingAnalysing
Communicating

and
re�ecting
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Step 2: Cross-check the evidence with the sources (quotes and facts)
Make one final check of your evidence and sources. Do they match? Do they back up what you are trying to 
say? Is the purpose of them clear? If you say yes to all of those questions then you have cross-checked your 
evidence with the sources.

1.13.4 Let me do it
Practise writing a strong, evidence-based response.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Research a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were undermined. You are to 
research the case, the principles that were undermined and what the final outcome was. Review your draft 
response, or swap with a friend, and highlight the areas that you need to strengthen.

Be speci�c: which
part of Asia (South-

East)?

Use more precise
language: dense

All of them? From the
beginning or speci�c

ones at speci�c times?

How quickly? Be
speci�c.

Give examples: what are the
trends? Quote speci�c data.

Give examples: where is a
place in that area that has

high rainfall? Quote the
rainfall data.

Be more speci�c: between
which latitudes?

The rainforests of Asia are found along the equator in areas of
high rainfall. The equator has high rainfall and has high, constant
temperatures. Because plants need heat and water to grow, this
area allows for tropical rainforest plants to grow very quickly
and very thickly. Due to these conditions rainforests grow very
quickly and over large areas in South-East Asia.

FIGURE 1  Practise analysing your own writing for how it could be improved. When you have finished a draft, 
read it carefully and look for some of these common flaws. 

1.13 ACTIVITIES

Choose a paragraph from a draft of your own writing that you think could be improved.

 1. Highlight any examples you see of the following common issues:
 a. not providing specific evidence or examples
 b. not giving accurate locations, dates or measurements
 c. using general language when there is a more specific term you could use
 d. not making the sources of evidence clear.
 2. Rewrite your paragraph (or swap with a friend and rewrite theirs) to make it more specific, clear and accurate.

 General capability: Literacy
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Economics and Business
Look at the indicators of economic performance. Research Australia’s current performance using these criteria. 
Choose another country such as China or India and research the economic performance of that country. 
Compare and contrast Australia’s performance with this country. Is Australia’s economy performing better or 
worse than that country? Why? Review your draft response, or swap with a friend, and highlight the areas that 
you need to strengthen.

Geography
Your team has been selected to create a website that not only grabs people's attention but also informs them 
of the importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. 
Looking into the future, you will also suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Review your 
draft response, or swap with a friend, and highlight the areas that you need to strengthen.

History
Research how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity. What traits did the 
Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians develop pride in being Australian?

Research how Australia commemorates Anzac Day, and whether we still hold these original traits as important 
parts of our national identity.  Review your draft response, or swap with a friend, and highlight the areas that 
you need to strengthen.

1.14  SkillBuilder: Reflecting on research techniques 
and findings
1.14.1 When to use this SkillBuilder
This SkillBuilder develops your 
reflecting HASS skills. Use this 
SkillBuilder after you have 
completed your inquiry task.

1.14.2 Tell me
An important part of this process is to reflect on how well you researched and what you learnt. Think about 
what you knew at the beginning and compare it with how much you know now. There’s a big difference isn’t 
there?

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)

Evaluating
Questioning

and 
researching

AnalysingAnalysing
Communicating

and
re�ecting
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1.14.3 Show me

Step 1: Consider how research techniques change (with time and experience)
Think back to when you did research in years 7 or 8. How has your ability to research changed? You are 
probably much more independent and your teacher helps you less. Your research questions are better and you 
are able to find information more efficiently.

Step 2: Consider how your personal values and beliefs affect your learning
An important part of reflection is to look at what you have learnt and whether it has changed how or what you 
think.

 • Do you have more empathy for certain people or groups?
 • Do you understand human or natural systems more deeply?
 • Have misconceptions or gaps in your knowledge been challenged?
 • Are there topics or issues you’d like to learn more about?

1.14.4 Let me do it
Think about how your research techniques and HASS studies are developing.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review section at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Your task was to research a criminal or civil case from Australia where the principles of justice were 
undermined. You had to research the case, the principles that were undermined and what the final outcome 
was. Reflect on how you completed this task.

In Year 9 HASS, the focus of this skill is to think about your strengths and weaknesses as a 
researcher and reflect on what you learnt about the issue you were researching. You should 
also think about how these issues have impacted your view of the world and your place in it.

CAN’T I TELL FROM MY MARKS HOW 
WELL I DID?

Reflecting is quite a satisfying thing to do. You look 
at what you did well (which is always satisfying) and 
things you could do better. For example, you may have 
written excellent research questions but you can always 
improve on how you analyse your sources to help your 
understanding. There are parts of your process that your 
teacher can't assess or give you feedback on — such 
as whether you left everything until the very last minute. 
This is your chance to think about how you might do 
things better next time, and to congratulate yourself on 
what you did well.

Communicating
and

re�ecting
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Economics and Business
Your task was to look at the indicators of economic performance. Research Australia’s current performance 
using these criteria. Choose another country such as China or India and research the economic performance 
of that country. Compare and contrast Australia’s performance with this country. Is Australia’s economy 
performing better or worse than that country? Why? Reflect on how you completed this task.

Geography
Your task was to create a website that not only grabs people’s attention but also informs them of the 
importance of one particular biome as a producer of food, and the current threats to food production. Looking 
into the future, you also needed to suggest more sustainable ways of managing this biome. Reflect on how you 
completed this task.

History
Your task was to research how Australian participation in WWI helped develop Australia’s national identity. 
What traits did the Anzac soldiers display which helped Australians develop pride in being Australian?

Research how Australia commemorates Anzac Day, and whether we still hold these original traits as important 
parts of our national identity. Reflect on how you completed this task.

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-5596), Level 2 (ewbk-5597), Level 3 (ewbk-5598)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-5599), Level 2 (ewbk-5600), Level 3 (ewbk-5601)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-5602), Level 2 (ewbk-5603), Level 3 (ewbk-5604)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5605), Level 2 (ewbk-5606), Level 3 (ewbk-5607)
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 1.15  Review
1.15.1 Key knowledge summary
Questioning and researching

 1. Understand that people have different perspectives.
 • Step 1: Identify what you ‘know’ — separate fact from opinion.
 • Step 2: Identify what you don’t know — gaps and misconceptions.
 • Step 3: Identify your personal perspectives and compare them with others’.

 2. Develop in-depth inquiry questions.
 • Step 1: Design an organised and purposeful research plan.
 • Step 2: Write your inquiry questions.
 • Step 3: Review your inquiry questions to test their usefulness.

 3. Make sure you find and correctly reference a variety of accurate and reliable primary and secondary sources.
 • Step 1: Collect reliable and relevant primary sources.
 • Step 2: Identify the origin, purpose and context of sources.
 • Step 3: Record the details of your sources.

Analysing

 4. Examine and compare sources thoroughly.
 • Step 1: Analyse sources for reliability and usefulness.
 • Step 2: Analyse sources for bias.
 • Step 3: Analyse sources for currency.

 5. Analyse and compare information.
 • Step 1: Search for and compare different source types.
 • Step 2: Identify potential bias or perspectives in data.

 6. Identify and explain relationships and patterns.
 • Step 1: Identify change over time.
 • Step 2: Identify and explain cause and effect relationships.
 • Step 3: Analyse hierarchies of information (categories and subcategories).

Evaluating

 7. Form strong conclusions.
 • Step 1: Consider the evidence.
 • Step 2: Identify perspectives, ambiguities and gaps in information.
 • Step 3: Identify different potential interpretations of a source.
 • Step 4: Review your conclusions.

 8. Identify issues that have no definite answers.
 • Step 1: Identify and explain anomalies.
 • Step 2: Make plausible inferences.
 • Step 3: Review your conclusions.

 9. Propose a range of plausible (reasonable) solutions.
 • Step 1: Identify the component parts of the change, challenge or event that is needed.
 • Step 2: Identify the type of action required.
 • Step 3: Predict plausible outcomes of the action.

Communicating and reflecting

 10. Think about who your audience is.
 • Step 1: Review the task instructions.
 • Step 2: Determine the appropriate format and its conventions.
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 11. Make sure you have relevant and reliable evidence.
 • Step 1: Select strong and appropriate evidence and language to support your conclusions.
 • Step 2: Cross-check the evidence with the sources (quotes and facts).

 12. Think about your strengths and weaknesses.
 • Step 1: Consider how research techniques change (with time and experience).
 • Step 2: Consider how your personal values and beliefs affect your learning.

1.15.2 Key terms

accurate sources    information that you can verify is correct and factual by cross-checking with reliable sources

anomaly    something that falls outside expected patterns

cause and effect    an event or action leads to other events or actions

closed questions    questions that can be answered with a few words or a short phrase 

context    the situation or circumstances (time period, place, writer, purpose etc.) in which a source or data set was created

open questions    questions that can’t be answered with a few words or a short phrase

plausible    a likely or reasonable statement or argument based on strong, reliable evidence

reliable sources    the information in the source is more likely to be accurate than other sources (you can rely on it more to be 
correct)

trend    a pattern of change over time

useful sources    information that is directly related to your research topic and focus questions

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5609)
Reflection (ewbk-5608)
Student learning matrix (ewbk-5595)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY  Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for Topic 1 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

1.3 SkillBuilder: Identifying knowledge and 
perspectives

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.4 SkillBuilder: Writing and dissecting 
research questions

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.5 SkillBuilder: Finding and referencing 
sources

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.6 SkillBuilder: Analysing primary and 
secondary sources

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.7 SkillBuilder: Analysing information 
presented in different formats

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.8 SkillBuilder: Identifying and explaining 
relationships and patterns

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.9 SkillBuilder: Forming strong conclusions 
based on evidence

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.10 SkillBuilder: Proposing plausible 
explanations for patterns and relationships

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.11 SkillBuilder: Proposing possible actions 
and predicting their outcomes

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.12 SkillBuilder: Choosing appropriate 
formats and language

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.13 SkillBuilder: Developing strong evidence-
based discussions and explanations

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.14 SkillBuilder: Reflecting on research 
techniques and findings

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.15 Review
eWorkbook
 • Reflection (ewbk-5608)
 • Student learning matrix (ewbk-5595)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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